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INC: PPS FIELD MEASUREMENT

PPS field measurement
This disclosure relates to the field of additive manufacturing. 3D printers that rely on agent jetting
technology require a very precise distance between print head nozzles and the powder bed surface. A
large distance between the print head nozzles and the powder material can lead to drop trajectory
errors, sprayed drops, and other image quality errors layer by layer which will end up affecting final part
mechanical, dimensional and cosmetic properties. On the other hand, a small distance can cause print
head contamination or even interference between print heads and printed parts causing major defects
in the plot.
An algorithm is disclosed to measure the distance between print head nozzles and powder bed surface.
There is no existing solution to measure print head to powder distance for an agent jetting 3D printer.
Agent jetting 3D printers are based on three main elements:
-

A carriage that moves from left to right so print heads can drop agent onto the entire substrate
area.
A recoater, usually a blade or a roller, moves across the printing area to add a new layer of powder
onto the plot.
A platform moves down every layer to build up a three‐dimensional part.

The print head to powder distance can be measured by drawing a known pattern on the powder bed
and then gradually raising the platform while moving the print head carriage from left to right. As
vertical motion of the platform is well controlled, as soon as the carriage hits the powder and then
deforms the drawn pattern, the print head to powder distance will be known. The platform height at
which this pattern is disfigured will define the distance between the print head carriage and the powder
bed.

Figure 1. Example of pattern to be drawn in the printable area
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